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This essay will aim to consider the application of semiotic theory to the work produced in the 

photobook provided alongside it titled 'A Journal of Personal Experience in Hartlepool'. The 

photobook presents a constructed photographic narrative that primarily aimed to consider the 

notions of the 'self'.   

  

Firstly, the foundations of semiotic theory must be established. To begin, Sean Hall’s 

explanation of semiotics provides a succinct statement regarding the importance of 

understanding such theory in visual culture, "Semiotics... is (among other things) about the 

tools, processes, structures and contexts that human beings have for creating, interpreting 

and understanding meaning in a variety of different ways."1.   

  

Semiotics is a structuralist theory involving the study of signs. "Semiotics as a discipline is 

simply the analysis of signs or the study of the functions of sign systems." 2 Traced to Ancient 

Greek philosophy, they considered the origins and meanings of language, including the 

differences between 'natural' signs (e.g., the sounds an animal makes) and 'conventional' 

signs, created by humans for purposeful and meaningful communication. Theories from St. 

Augustine, William of Ockham, and John Locke continued to be developed in the study of 

the 'sign', but it wasn't until the 20th century that the theory of semiotics began to truly take 

form. Linguist Ferdinand de Saussure and philosopher Charles Sanders Peirce were key 

figures in this development.  Both were interested in developing a structural theory that 

centred on 'signs'.   

  

Saussure was primarily interested in the way language works, "What Saussure outlined is a 

system of representation."2 He developed a dyadic sign, the signifier (the written or spoken 

word) and the signified (the mental concept), and considered how these can produce a 

'linguistic sign'. He concluded that the sound of a word or the written word itself "...bears no 

relation to the thing is represents."3, and is therefore arbitrary. His theory resolves that a sign 

doesn’t represent an actual 'thing', rather, the sign generates a thought or a concept in one's 

mind. Saussure concluded that the reason a connection between the signifier and the signified 

                                                 
1 HALL, S. This Means This This Means That: A User’s Guide to Semiotics p. 5 
2 COBLEY, P, and JANSZ, L. Introducing Semiotics p. 4  
2 CROW, D. Visible Signs: An Introduction to Semiotics in the Visual Arts p. 16  
3 CROW, D. Visible Signs: An Introduction to Semiotics in the Visual Arts p. 17  
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exists is because of the system of a created language in a given speaking community. As Hall 

explained, "Many of the signs we use to communicate are arbitrary... they have to be learnt 

with the conventions of language in which they are embedded before they can be used." 4  

Saussure’s theory also involved syntagms and paradigms within language. A syntagm being 

the logical formation of signs (e.g. words) used to create a sentence (sequences) for the 

purpose of communication. A paradigm is a set of signs that provide us with a choice of 

signifiers, which can then be used in relation to a logical string of signifiers, thereby 

producing a syntagm. From the construction of sequencing of signs through syntagms and 

paradigms, context and meaning in language is thus formed.   

  

Peirce developed a triadic theory which "...became increasingly complex as he refined his 

original propositions." 5 He "…believed the whole universe to be made up of signs. Even 

thoughts are signs because they refer to other thoughts..."6 His theory consisted of the object, 

the representamen, and the interpretant. The 'object' is what the sign (representamen) refers 

to. The representamen essentially the same as Saussure’s signifier, and the interpretant 

similar to that of the signified. "However, as a philosopher, Peirce is concerned with signs 

other than the linguistic: he wants to explain all signs and takes his account some-what 

further than Saussure." 7 Peirce looked further in depth at the 'object', defining the 'immediate 

object' as "...the object as it is represented by the sign..."8 and the 'dynamic' object as "...the 

object independent of the sign which leads to the production of the sign..."9. In this model, the 

interpretant is of particular interest.   

  

This is not merely the user of the sign but a mental concept of the sign, which is based 

on the user's cultural experience of the sign. The interpretant is not fixed. It does not 

have a single definable meaning, but its meaning can vary depending on the reader of the 

sign.10  

  

The interpretant therefore is the signified, but its complexity continues Peirce outlined the  

                                                 
4 HALL, S. This Means This This Means That: A User’s Guide to Semiotics p. 26  
5 CROW, D. Visible Signs: An Introduction to Semiotics in the Visual Arts p. 33  
6 MARTIN, B, and RINGHAM, F. Key Terms in Semiotics p. 240  
7 BARNARD, M. Approaches to Understanding: Visual Culture p. 147  
8 COBLEY, P, and JANSZ, L. Introducing Semiotics p. 22  
9 COBLEY, P, and JANSZ, L. Introducing Semiotics p. 22  
10 CROW, D. Visible Signs: An Introduction to Semiotics in the Visual Arts p.p. 22-23  
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'immediate interpretant, the 'dynamic interpretant', and the 'final interpretant'. Further still,  

Peirce argues that there are three types of sign, corresponding to three different ways in 

which the sign may relate to its object. The three different types of sign are 'icon', 'index' and 

'symbol'.11  

  

Iconic signs are those which explicitly resemble the very sign they are representing, a 

passport photograph being a strong example of this. Indexical signs are those which provide a  

"...direct link between the sign and the object."12 Barnard’s example is interesting, "In art, 

brushstrokes may be thought of as indexical signs of the artist's presence: they are caused by 

the artist."14 Symbolic signs are those governed by convention. A flag representing a country 

is a clear example, but as Hall clarifies,  

  

...we need to know what the symbols stand for in advance if we are to understand them.  

We can’t work it out just by looking at them. 13  

  

Peirce also considered three phenomenological (subjective) properties of a sign. Firstness (the 

sign / representamen) is considered a quality representing a feeling or a mood, "It is like a 

musical note or a vague taste or a sense of a colour."14 Secondness (the object) is that of fact, 

physical reality itself. Thirdness (the interpretant) is "...the mental element."15 Thirdness 

"...relates the sign to the object as a convention."16 Continuing to grow in complexity, further 

sub-classifications were devised by Peirce that related to various levels of a sign, but as  

Daniel Chandler points out, “…the complexity of his terminology and style has been a factor 

in limiting the influence of a distinctively Peircean semiotics.”17  

  

Another key theorist is Roland Barthes, a "Leading French literary theorist, writer and 

semiotician."20 His "...influence has perhaps been greatest in the field of structural analysis, 

                                                 
11 BARNARD, M. Approaches to Understanding: Visual Culture p. 147  
12 CROW, D. Visible Signs: An Introduction to Semiotics in the Visual Arts p. 31 14 

BARNARD, M. Approaches to Understanding: Visual Culture p. 148  
13 HALL, S. This Means This This Means That: A User’s Guide to Semiotics p. 32  
14 COBLEY, P, and JANSZ, L. Introducing Semiotics p. 27  
15 COBLEY, P, and JANSZ, L. Introducing Semiotics p. 28  
16 CROW, D. Visible Signs: An Introduction to Semiotics in the Visual Arts p. 32  
17 CHANDLER, D. ‘Semiotics for Beginners’ visual-memory.co.uk/daniel/Documents/S4B/index (05.11.2015) 
20 MARTIN, B, and RINGHAM, F. Key Terms in Semiotics p. 212  

http://visual-memory.co.uk/daniel/Documents/S4B/index
http://visual-memory.co.uk/daniel/Documents/S4B/index
http://visual-memory.co.uk/daniel/Documents/S4B/index
http://visual-memory.co.uk/daniel/Documents/S4B/index
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in particular in the area of cultural and media studies."18 He took influence and built upon 

the concepts of denotation and connotation outlined by Dutch linguist Louis Hjelmslev (who 

developed such concepts after building upon Saussure’s work). Saussure's signifier and 

signified denotes (producing a literal meaning), Hjelmslev recognised however, that the 

denoted can also be a signifier too, and therefore another signified can be produced, creating 

a connotation (also known as a linguistic or visual metaphor). A connotation being the 

thoughts or feelings associated with a particular signified. Barthes considered both Saussure 

and Hjelmslev’s work and developed his own theories. He’s especially known for 

"...applying linguistic concepts to other visual media that carried meaning."19 Barthes was 

somewhat gifted in his ability to deconstruct 'everyday' visual culture, from press 

photography to advertising. He recognised that connotation is ultimately cultural,   

  

Thanks to its code of connotation the reading of the photograph is thus always historical; 

it depends on the reader's 'knowledge' just as though it were a matter of a real language 

[langue], intelligible only if one has learned the signs.20  

  

Taking his ideas further, he outlined 'modes of connotation', perceptive, cognitive, ethical, as 

well as outlining various 'connotation procedures'.  

  

Connotation, the imposition of the second meaning on the photographic message proper, 

is realized at the different levels of the production of the photographic (choice, technical 

treatment, framing, lay-out) and represents, finally, a coding of the photographic 

analogue.21  

  

These procedures were 'trick effects' (or image manipulation), the posing of subjects and 

objects, photogenia, "...techniques of lighting, exposure and printing."22 Also aestheticism 

and syntax. In his essay 'Rhetoric of the Image', he considers, through the use of advertising 

as example, how messages and meanings are carried in the signs of visual culture. He 

outlined 'The Linguistic Message', the text itself. 'The Coded Iconic Message', the application 

                                                 
18 MARTIN, B, and RINGHAM, F. Key Terms in Semiotics p. 215  
19 CROW, D. Visible Signs: An Introduction to Semiotics in the Visual Arts p. 54  
20 BARTHES, R. Image, Music, Text p. 28  
21 BARTHES, R. Image, Music, Text p. 20  
22 BARTHES, R. Image, Music, Text p. 23  
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of one’s own cultural knowledge resulting in a specific connotation. And 'The Non-coded 

Iconic Message', the literal denotation. Barthes ideas lead him to consider the use of text, 

recognising that it can provide another layer of meaning as he defined ‘relay’ or ‘anchorage’ 

text, stating that "...the text loads the image, burdening it with a culture..."23 His work titled 

'Camera Lucida: Reflections on Photography, "...has been particularly influential in the field 

of visual analysis."24 Among many thoughts, Barthes outlined his ideas in regards to the 

practices which effectively create a photograph, the 'operator' (the photographer), the 

'spectator' (the viewer) and the 'target' or the 'spectrum' (the subject of the photographed). He 

adopted a phenomenological approach in his explanation of these concepts,  

  

As Spectator I was interested in Photography only for “sentimental” reasons; I wanted to 

explore it not as a question (a theme) but as a wound: I see, I feel, hence I notice, I 

observe, and I think.25  

  

He introduces the concepts of 'studium', a certain 'liking' of a photograph, and 'punctum'. A 

concept difficult to define, Barthes explanation is, "A photograph's punctum is that accident 

that pricks me (but also bruises me, is poignant to me)."26  

  

With the foundations of semiotic theory laid, this essay will consider its application to the 

Photobook. Firstly, it must be recognised that this work belongs in an artistic context, an 

important point as context relates to meaning. Secondly, regardless of the personal nature this 

work displays, objectivity must be maintained.    

  

The Photobook presents a narrative combining two photographic mediums, large format 

analogue images and digital images. To begin, a large format image will be analysed.   

  

                                                 
23 BARTHES, R. Image, Music, Text p. 26  
24 MARTIN, B, and RINGHAM, F. Key Terms in Semiotics p. 215  
25 BARTHES, R. Camera Lucida – Reflections on Photography p. 21  
26 BARTHES, R. Camera Lucida – Reflections on Photography p. 27  
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Figure 1: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ECuw4tBKyP4, Daniel Day, 2015. DAY, D. A 

Journal of Personal Experience in Hartlepool p. 24  

  

A semiotic reading could begin by asking what this image denotes, the non-coded iconic 

message. Black-and-white, with a wide tonal range. Composed in the landscape orientation, a 

footpath can be seen through the grass and the fence to the right adding interest, drawing the 

eyes deeper into the image through leading lines. The time of day is difficult to ascertain, but 

it appears to be taken in daylight. The tonal range, depth of field, sharpness, and composition 

are important, as these elements could signify ‘pure’, ‘straight’ or ‘naturalistic’ photography. 

With an historical knowledge of photography, this could signify the genre of documentary 

photography. These elements collectively become indexical signs that point to a particular 

aesthetic style. The image as a whole then, essentially becomes symbolic, the coded iconic 

message, such aesthetics being recognised in the conventions of photography to be 

representative of a document, thereby placing this image into a specific paradigm. The 

codediconic messages of this image can then be considered in what they connotate. Black-
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andwhite as an aesthetic style could connotate ‘truth’. Of the documentary aesthetic, Janne 

Seppanen explains that,   

  

...black-and-white has been linked to the visual order of documentarist photography. By 

working in black-and-white, many documentarist photographers have distinguished 

themselves from lay camera owners who take their Sunday snaps in colour.27  

  

He offers an explanation as to the reason why this aesthetic is considered ‘truthful’ culturally, 

“Black -and-white as a marker of realism is partially due to the truth functions that are 

linked to photography in general and partially due to the specific history of photography 

before the 1930's..."28 This semiotic analysis leads to the debate of realism in photography, 

questioning if such an aesthetic does in fact signify truth or an objective representation of 

reality. Specifically of documentary photography, Ben Lifson commented on Eugene Atget’s 

famous Parisian photographs, “Atget’s pictures work on both the documentary and artistic 

level.”29 Lifson highlights part of the ‘problem’ of adopting a documentary aesthetic in an 

artistic context. Ernst Gombrich suggested of black-and-white photography that, “Not one of 

these tones, of course, corresponds to what we call 'reality'.”30 In reference to questioning the 

‘truth’ of what the Photobook presents, these points should be taken into consideration. The 

Photobook interestingly states in its introduction that each large format negative was 

developed, scanned and then processed. A photographer with knowledge or experience of 

such work flows may also question truth or realism when viewing these images. As Liz Wells 

explains, “…developments in computer-based image production and the possibilities of 

digitisation and reworking of the photographic image have increasingly called into question 

the idea of documentary realism.”34 Therefore it could be questioned if any connotation 

procedures were adopted in the post production stage of creating this image, for example, 

were ‘trick effects’ employed? Seppanen also questioned the ‘lack’ of colour in a 

documentary aesthetic,    

  

                                                 
27 SEPPANEN, J. The Power of the Gaze: An Introduction To Visual Literacy p. 81  
28 SEPPANEN, J. The Power of the Gaze: An Introduction To Visual Literacy p. 81  
29 ATGET, E. Masters of Photography p. 7  
30 GOMBRICH, E.H. Art and Illusion: A Study in the Psychology of Pictorial Representation p. 30  34 

WELLS, L. Photography: A Critical Introduction p. 19  
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The genre of documentary photography embraces the notions of life-likeness and 

realism: its intention is to depict reality accurately and without distortion. In fact, 

blackand-white quality enhances the credibility of a documentary photograph. This is 

slightly paradoxical. Shouldn't a credible photograph be in colour instead because the 

world is full of colour?31  

  

Perhaps now one could question further, ‘why’ was black-and-white chosen as opposed to 

colour? Julien Bell considered colour a form of expression, therefore colour is an addition for 

the ‘application’ of subjectivity,   

  

If, however, you think of paintings as expressing the painter... then what is colour to that 

individual? What is colour, not in terms of the world's construction, but in terms of 

personal experience? In the experience of vision, it is primary. It is what is there before 

form; for we pick out forms from the colours we see.32  

  

Considering Bell’s opinion, one could ‘read’ the importance of ‘why’ these black-and-white 

documentary style images have been placed beside a colour digital image. The black-

andwhite large format image signifies (or is representative of) ‘truth’, ‘reality’, and 

objectivity, the colour digital image, (the antithesis of the black-and-white) signifying 

subjectivity  

‘because’ of its application of colour. It could further be questioned then, are these colours 

indexical, is it the presence of colour alone that signifies subjectivity, or is there something 

more at work?  

  

So far in this semiotic reading, realism, truth and colour were encountered. Through the 

thoughts of Bell, it could be concluded that perhaps the colour images signify subjectivity. 

Following this, Figure 2, the colour digital image presented besides the black-and-white 

landscape image of Figure 1, will be considered.      

   

                                                 
31 SEPPANEN, J. The Power of the Gaze: An Introduction To Visual Literacy p. 81  
32 BELL, J. What is Painting? Representation and Modern Art p. 148  
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Figure 2: Untitled, Daniel Day, 2015. DAY, D. A Journal of Personal Experience in 

Hartlepool p. 25  

  

As a non-coded iconic message, a hand is shown, centrally placed on a patch of grass, the 

colours bright and vibrant, primarily greens and yellows. David Wilson’s opinion regarding 

colour could be considered here. Although in reference to portrait photography, his point is 

still of interest as he states that,    

  

Black and white concentrates attention on tone and texture, but colour has the greater 

impact. The portrait photographer can use colour subtly… or he can use it boldly. Bright 

colours add punch to a picture, and the brave photographer will exploit them to create 

vibrant images that grab the viewer’s attention.33  

  

Wilson clearly provides a personal opinion, but this point regarding colour again is certainly 

interesting. The ‘application’ of colour has already been considered, but what does the 

brightness, tone and hue of such colour signify or connotate? Equally of interest is the fact 

that Wilson refers specifically to portrait photography, considering the ‘hand’ in the 

photobook is a consistent element, perhaps it could be questioned, are these hands essentially 

a form of self-portraiture? If so, how is this visually read using semiotics? Considering this 

                                                 
33 WILSON, D. Better Picture Guide to Portrait Photography p. 44  
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work explores notions of the ‘self’, the work of Nan Goldin in her work titled ‘The Ballad of 

Sexual Dependency’ could be considered. Figure 3 is one image from her series.  

  

 
 Figure 3: Nan After Being Battered, Nan Goldin, 1984. GOLDIN, N. The Ballad of Sexual 

Dependency p. 83  

  

Semiotically, an iconic self-portrait of Goldin, the use of flash seems clear, her shadow cast 

behind her evident. She looks directly into the camera, drawing the viewer to the eyes further, 

where the connection to the viewer is arguably built. As the flash illuminates her face, it also 

has an impact on the colour, creating (ironically perhaps) a striking and bold aesthetic. It both 

signifies and places this image into the paradigm of the ‘snapshot.’ The reds of her lipstick 

and the reds seen in her eye being the most vibrant. The way the light fails to illuminate the 

background creates a claustrophobic feeling. As an image representative of the self, the 

display of the vibrant reds clearly supports Wilsons view in that it grabs our attention. 

Therefore it could be said that the colour digital image of Figure 2 is particularly striking due 

to the brightness and vibrancy of the colours displayed as a result of the use of either a flash 

or a torch. Recognising this, it could be further questioned for example, the artistic intention 

for the use of such vibrant colour, what symbolic conventions of colour exist and what do 

these colours connotate? Interpreting and understanding the meaning of such colour is an 

entirely varied discussion within itself, but as Dale Russell states, “No matter how much 
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theory exists, it is the eye of the designer or artist that is responsible for using colour 

creatively.”   

  

Returning to figure 2, the orientation is landscape, but of interest are the edges on the left and 

right side of the image. Bright light hits the hand but illuminates a specific area. The light 

fails to illuminate the edges of the frame, plunging these areas into darkness, similar in part to 

that of Goldin’s portrait, signifying that this was taken at night with the use of a flash or a 

torch. The hand itself is clearly important due its central position in the composition of this 

image. It could be suggested that the hand is iconic, that is, it represents a human, but of 

whom is it iconic? Considering this work as a whole is presented as a narrative, looking to the 

start of the Photobook, the image in Figure 4 is presented.   

 

 
 Figure 4: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0GUWIcW_qu8, Daniel Day, 2015. DAY, D. 

A Journal of Personal Experience in Hartlepool p. 5  

  

A black-and-white image, a male sits on a work surface, looking out of a window. It could be 

suggested this was taken at night, noticing the presence of a street light in the background. 

The subject’s reflection in the window is interesting. As a non-coded iconic image, the 

reflection isn’t entirely clear, closer to a silhouette than a mirror. However, there is distortion, 

a ‘doubling up’ of the reflection. These visual elements perhaps connotate thoughts of 

identity, pensiveness, and, considering the black-and-white choice of aesthetic, melancholy.  
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From this first image, the implication is arguably that the hand seen in the colour digital 

image is representative of the self, essentially a form of self-portraiture, therefore iconic of 

the person here in Figure 4. Following this, it could be questioned as to why a hand (as 

opposed to the eyes in Goldin’s work) was used to represent the ‘self’, and how it works to 

build a connection to the themes within the work as well as to the viewer. Of portraiture, 

Susan Bright explained that, “A portrait is the questioning or exploration of self and identity 

though a literal representation of what somebody looks like.”34 And yet here in these colour 

digital images, this ‘literal representation’ is missing, we are left with but a hand. Through the 

contemporary example of figure 5, the importance of hands in portraiture can be considered.  

  

 
Figure 5: Portrait of Kirrilee, Joe Wigdalh, 2014. www.joewigdahl.com/grand-prize-

headportrait-prize-2014-winner (29.11.2015)  

  

This portrait of Kirrilee Edwards was captured by Joe Wigdahl, although he was working in 

an editorial context unlike an artistic one. She is surrounded by various hands reaching out to 

her. Wigdahl explains,   

  

The Edwards family is a big family and they faced a profound number of struggles 

because of Kirrilee’s devastating illness, but what I saw was an incredible closeness. I 

                                                 
34 BRIGHT, S. Art Photography Now p. 20   
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felt the best way to give the sense of this family was to show how closely connected they 

were to Kirrilee and each other.35  

  

Wigdahl used these hands to demonstrate a connection to Kirrilee. Each hand is iconic, 

representational of a person caring for Kirrilee, but it is also indexical, pointing us to her 

friends and family. It could then be suggested that these hands connotate the loving and 

caring people that surround Kirrilee. The connection and sense of closeness that Wigdahl 

speaks of is of particular relevance and importance in relation to the work produced in the 

Photobook. If the hand is representational of the self in the photobook, it could be concluded 

from Wigdahl’s portrait as example, that the hand is also connecting with the landscape. 

Following this, a potential understanding can be developed when reading the black-and-white 

landscape image and the colour digital image as presented together in Figure 6.  

  

 
Figure 6: Black-and-White Large Format beside Colour Digital Image, Daniel Day, 2014.  

DAY, D. A Journal of Personal Experience in Hartlepool p.p. 24-25  

  

If the colour image both denotes and connotates subjectivity, is representational of the self 

and is an iconic image that connects to something, once placed alongside the black-and-white 

symbolic landscape image, one could conclude the connection to the landscape is important.    

Upon reaching this point of understanding, further ‘reading’ of the images together becomes a 

phenomenological matter. It cannot be said what provides studium or punctum, as this is 

                                                 
35 WIGDAHL, J. ‘Winner of The 2014 Head On Photo Festival Portrait Prize’ www.joewigdahl.com/grandprize-

head-portrait-prize-2014-winner (29.11.2015)  
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dependent on the individual reader, similar to Barthes own reading of his mother in the 

‘Winter Garden Photograph’,  

  

I cannot reproduce the Winter Garden Photograph. It exists only for me. For you, it 

would be nothing but an indifferent picture, one of the thousand manifestations of the  

“ordinary”; it cannot in any way constitute the visible object of a science; it cannot 

establish an objectivity, in the positive sense of the term; at most it would interest your 

studium: period, clothes, photogeny; but in it, for you, no wound. 36  

  

The linguistic message of each black-and-white image could also be analysed. Hall stated 

that, “When it comes to message-making we should not forget that the form of the message 

matters as much as the content.”37 The form being the style of font, the typography, which is 

clear and easily legible, contrasted against the white background. Interestingly, it is known as  

‘Tiresias Infofont’. Considering what this font could signify or connotate, only those with an 

awareness or knowledge of such font could potentially read or recognise this. ‘Tiresias 

Infofont’ was designed and developed by the RNIB (Royal National Institution of Blind 

People).   

  

Tiresias Infofont has been designed for use on information labels to help improve 

legibility. The characters and letterforms have been designed to provide maximum 

legibility at a reading distance of around 30 to 100 cm.  

  

Infofont has been designed under the direction of Dr John Gill at the RNIB Scientific 

Research Unit in London.38  

  

With this knowledge, one could read further into the decision for this style of font being used. 

It could be said that it was chosen to support the documentary style of the landscape image, a 

style that was clean, sharp and clear. The potential link between the artist and the RNIB could 

be considered. For example, it could be questioned if the artist is making reference to their 

                                                 
36 BARTHES, R. Camera Lucida: Reflections on Photography p. 73  
37 HALL, S. This Means This This Means That: A User’s Guide to Semiotics p. 156  

38 ‘Tiresias Infofont - a typeface for information labels’ www.tiresias.org/fonts/infofont/about_info.htm 

(17.11.2015)  

http://www.tiresias.org/fonts/infofont/about_info.htm
http://www.tiresias.org/fonts/infofont/about_info.htm
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own visual impairment, or perhaps making a statement on the ‘visual impairment’ of 

documentary photography, especially when considering the debates of realism and truth 

already encountered in this semiotic reading.   

    

The content of the text must be analysed. Of text, Barthes explains that, “…various 

techniques are developed intended to fix the floating chain of signifieds in such a way as to 

counter the terror of uncertain signs; the linguistic message is one of these techniques.”39 

The text here is interesting, a website address directing the reader to YouTube, a video 

sharing website. It could be suggested that this is an example of ‘relay’ text, in that it 

provides meaning, although interestingly, somewhat indirectly. That is, the meaning can only 

be understood, not directly though the text itself, but by the readers ‘use’ of the text. The 

reader would therefore have to interact with this text in order to peruse and discover the 

meaning themselves, “Relay text advances the reading of the images by supplying meanings 

that are not to be found in the images themselves…”40 Following this, the text can be 

considered a form of intertextual reference. Intertextuality refers to the way in which,   

  

…works of various kids (e.g., books, paintings, sculptures, designs, adverts etc.) make 

reference – often in clever ways – to other works (i.e., other books, paintings, sculptures, 

designs, adverts etc.) It also describes how the various meanings that these works create 

are interrelated.45  

  

That is, each website link ‘signposts’ the reader to clips from a variety of cultures in order to 

give meaning to the black-and-white images. These clips range from British sitcoms and 

cinema, American hip hop and cinema, Australian Cinema and South African cinema. In 

referencing other forms of visual and audio culture, they add another layer of meaning in the 

narrative, and could potentially work to ‘remove’ the sense of ambiguity the viewer may feel. 

However, Bright’s point regarding ambiguity in reference to the ‘self’ and portraiture can be 

considered, “In many ways the very best portraits take on board the ambiguities and question 

what can’t really be articulated or identified of a person in terms of an image.”46 Perhaps 

                                                 
39 BARTHES, R. Image, Music, Text p. 39  
40 CROW, DAVID. Visible Signs: An Introduction to Semiotics in the Visual Arts p. 74 45 

HALL, S. (2012) This Means This This Means That: A User’s Guide to Semiotics p. 126 46 

BRIGHT, S. (2006) Art Photography Now p. 21  
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ambiguity in art is another discussion in itself, but there are photographic artists that have 

considered this and addressed it accordingly. Duane Michals being one such example.   

  

…he began in the late 1960’s to write short texts by hand on the surface of his prints as a 

counterpoint or supplement to the picture. This act not only violated the virginal 

selfsufficiency of the print as an aesthetic object in itself, but dared moreover to suggest 

that a photograph alone might not be up to the task of conveying the intricacies of the 

artist’s thoughts.41  

  

Figure 7 from Michals ‘The House I Once Called Home’ perfectly exemplifies his use of text 

and photography.   

  

 
Figure 7: Photography and Text, Duane Michals, 2003. MICHALS, D. The House I Once 

Called Home p.p. 18-19  

    

In this work, Michals returns to his now derelict childhood home. Aside from the inclusion of 

what appears to be a colour postcard, the work is entirely in black-and-white, perhaps this is 

to signify the themes of nostalgia and memory when considering the context. The images also 

                                                 
41 LIVINGSTONE, M. (1997) The Essential Duane Michals p. 9  
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exemplify photography’s philosophical notion of time in relation to the self and to place. His 

written word works both in its content and as a secondary visual tool to act as a 

representation of the self. Hand written, his text identifies himself as the writer, providing a 

personal connection to the images.   

  

This analysis has attempted to apply various concepts of semiotic theory defined by the three 

key theorists Saussure, Pierce and Barthes. Through semiotic application the realism debate 

and the implication of colour theory was encountered, it was also noted that further 

interpretation became problematic without subjective consideration.   

  

It should be recognised that this semiotic analysis provides one potential ‘reading’. 

Connotation is problematic, a reader from a different cultural background may read such 

imagery differently. Although there are conventional meanings, their meaning can only be 

understood providing the reader is aware of such conventions in a photographic context. As 

realised in Figure 6, it can be concluded that semiotics does not take into account 

individuality in its application. Considering the artistic context of the Photobook, subjectivity 

appears to inevitable when ‘reading’ art.   

  

Semiotic theory is one of many potential applications that can be applied to visual culture. 

For example, an expressionist approach could be considered, incorporating Auteur Theory 

and Psychoanalysis. A merging of various ideology alongside semiotics could perhaps be 

beneficial.   

  

The origins of semiology are linguistic, and applying linguistic theory to a visual medium is 

problematic. Ambiguity in an artistic context creates problems identifying and applying such 

concepts to visual mediums. It could be said that the power of the visual is its ability to 

communicate what words cannot.   

  

Regardless of the issues of semiotic theory, due to its structural nature, it does provide a solid 

basis for interpretation, but it must be recognised that further investigation of other theories 

must be considered when ‘reading’ visual art.      
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